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1. Introduction
The RBA-1 Rapid Blood Analyzer is an investigational device. The RBA-1, is a 

spectrometer combined with Kaligia’s proprietary Data Acquisition Software, uses a 

low power, near-infrared 830nm laser to measure different analytes. Study participants 

must be at least 18 years old. 

Figure: 1

2. Overview
The RBA-1 unit is a scanning device with a small RBA-1 

Blood probe and uses a disposable twist-on Microwell 

RBA-1 blood cap for rapid analysis of blood specimens.  

The Microwell RBA-1 blood cap requires only 40μl  (40 

microliters) of blood for the scan. (Figure:1)

Once the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap is filled, the RBA-1 Cap is used to cover the 

microwell to block out the ambient light during the scanning.  This rapid point-of-care 

(POC) system will be deployed as a portable scanning lab in healthcare environments 

to provide rapid, almost immediate, blood scan results.  The scan requires a small 

amount of venipuncture blood. 
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3. Getting Started

Calibration Cap 

1. Be sure the RBA-1 Blood probe (Figure:1) is covered by the Calibration
Cap. If the probe is uncovered (Figure:1), then place the Calibration Cap on
the RBA-1 Blood probe (Figures: 2-3).

2. Activate the RBA-1 spectrometer by plugging in the power cord and USB
cable.

Kaligia  
 Data Acquisition 

3. Double click the Kaligia Data Acquisition Software shortcut on the laptop to
launch the software.  The Kaligia Data Acquisition Software will load.
NOTE: This may take a couple of minutes until the software starts.

Figure: 1 Figure: 2 Figure: 3
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 Login Screen 

4. Log into the Data Acquisition Software with your User Name and Password.

Operator Dashboard 

5. Click “Blood Test” to proceed to the next step (register new patient or find
existing patient).
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4. 69Search for Patients 

Type the patient information 
into the form provided.  Hit 
the ENTER KEY/or click 
Search button.  This will 
search the database and 
find any matching patient 
profile. 

If your search finds an 
existing patient profile, 
select the patient’s profile 
and click the NEXT arrow.  If 
your search doesn't find a 
matching patient profile, 
please go to Step 5 (page 6) 
to add a new patient. 

The existing patient's 
demographics will be 
displayed and click NEXT 
arrow. 

The Blood Order Detail 
screen will appear.  Now you 
can take your blood sample 
for the scan.
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5. 69Register New Patients 

If in Step 4, your search did not find a matching patient profile, this prompt 
will appear:

Click YES to register a new patient.

Enter the new patient’s required demographics: 
1. *Date of Birth
2. *First Name
3. *Last Name
4. NOTE: The other patient details are optional/not required.

Click the SAVE arrow. 
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The Blood Order Details screen will appear with the patient’s information.

Select the test options from the dropdown menu.  Enter any important 

information in the Description/Notes field. 

After saving, you will leave the New Patient screen and go to the Blood 
Order Details screen next.
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1. Remove the Calibration Cap (Figure: 1).

2. Attach Microwell RBA-1 blood cap (Figure: 2).

3. Twist the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap into place (Figure 3).

NOTE: The clinician/healthcare staff will be responsible for drawing blood samples from the 

patients. The clinician/healthcare staff will put specimens into an unadulterated red-top vial/test 

tube. The clinician/healthcare staff will transfer the blood sample to the RBA-1 operator to perform 

the scan in the following sequence: 

Step 1. Aseptically extract blood from the red-top vial/test tube using a syringe. 
TIP: Remove as many air bubbles, using the syringe plunger, from the blood sample as possible. 

Step 2. Attach the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap to the RBA-1 Blood probe by twisting it on 
clockwise or to your right. 

Step 3. Carefully inject the blood sample into the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap. The beveled 

needle opening should be facing down (WARNING: be careful not to scratch the glass. 

Step 4. Inject approximately 40μl of blood into the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap at a 45-degree 
angle. 

Step 5. Slowly retract needle from the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap to prevent forming bubbles. 

*Step 6. Insert toothpick into the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap to remove or pop any
bubbles from the sample.

*Step 7. Remove toothpick after all the bubbles have been removed.

*Steps 6-7, only if necessary.

6. 
69Scan for Analytes

Figure: 1 Figure: 2 Figure: 3
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Step 8. Place the RBA-1 Cap, the 

microwell cover, over the Microwell 

RBA-1 blood cap to prevent ambient 

light from interfering with the scan. 

(Figures: 1-2)

9. With the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap and the RBA-1 Cap in place, click RUN TEST.

10. The Blood Test Under Processing screen will appear while the spectrometer runs the scan.

Figure: 1 Figure: 2
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Blood Test Results will appear after the scan is completed. 

11. OPTIONAL: Enter notes in the RESULT NOTES box.  A dialogue box will
appear notifying you the results were submitted successfully.  Click OK.

12. Click SUBMIT.

13. The next screen will give you the options to:

• Continue with current patient
• Start the next patient to process
• Rerun
• Logout
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 Keep the RBA-1 Blood probe clean and dry.

 Keep the Calibration Cap on to cover the RBA-1 Blood probe when it is not in use.

 DO NOT look at the laser.

 DO NOT leave the RBA-1 Blood probe uncovered.

Errors You May Encounter: 
Spectrometer and Configurations: 

1. "No Spectrometers connected"

Self-Check Errors (Will Cause interrupt in the program flow; Fail Cross): 
1. "Exception limit is not defined"

2. "Null Integration Time or Laser Power"

3. "Missing or Invalid Self Check Parameter"

Self-Check Alerts (Will Display Alert Screen): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

102B10901 --> "Check Probe" (Solution clean and dry the RBA-1 Blood probe)

104B902 --> "Cap Misplaced" (Solution remove the cap and re-adjust it on the RBA-1 Blood probe) 

903 --> "Bad Sample" (Solution be sure there are no bubbles in the sample)

904 --> "Sample not Found" (Solution be sure there is a sample in the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap 

to scan).

7. 
69Tips and Errors
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56BCalibration and Validation Process Order 

57BCalibration and Validation Process will run in the background for several stages without 
interrupting the operator. You will be unable to process the test until the green ribbon 
appears at the bottom of the screen. Figures: 1-3

60BT  I P : I f  the automated Calibration and Validation Steps are unsuccessful a red 
warning appears: “LASER IS OFF: VALIDATION FAILED! Please Clean Probe” along 
with 2 (two) buttons to “RETRY” or “IGNORE”. The ignore option is not recommended. 

82BRecommended Procedure: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

109BMake sure you placed the Calibration Cap over the RBA-1 Blood   probe. 

110BRemove, re-clean, and dry the Calibration Cap. 

111BRe-clean and dry the RBA-1 Blood probe glass. 

112BRe-attach the Calibration Cap again. 

113BClick “RETRY”.  

114BIf the process fails, repeat steps 1-5.

LASER ON: 
Calibration in 

progress. 

LASER ON: 
Validation in 

progress. 

LASER IS OFF: 
Validation 

Succeeded! 

Figure: 1 Figure: 2 Figure: 3
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8. Glossary:
Aseptic: Means the absence of germs, such as bacteria, viruses, and other 
microorganisms that can cause disease. Healthcare professionals use aseptic 
technique to protect patients from infection. Aseptic technique is a standard 
healthcare practice that helps prevent the transfer of germs to or from an open 
wound and other susceptible areas on a patient's body. 

Clinician: A hospital or clinical member who is authorized and trained for patient 
interaction. Any qualified person who is involved in the treatment and observation of 
living patients. 

Microwell RBA-1 blood cap: A twist cap that attaches to the RBA-1 Blood probe. 
The integrated O-ring in the Microwell RBA-1 blood cap seals against the RBA-1 
Blood probe optical window to form a temporary micro-well into which a liquid is 
injected for analysis. 

Operator: Any authorized user who has been trained on how to use the RBA-1 non- 
invasive glucose monitor and corresponding Data Acquisition Software. 

PPE: Personal protective equipment, commonly referred to as "PPE", is equipment 
worn to minimize exposure to hazards that cause serious workplace injuries and 
illnesses. These injuries and illnesses may result from contact with chemical, 
radiological, physical, electrical, mechanical, or other workplace hazards. Personal 
protective equipment may include items such as gloves, safety glasses and shoes, 
earplugs or muffs, hard hats, respirators, or coveralls, vests and full body suits. 

RBA-1 Blood Probe: The specialized point-of-contact portion of the RBA-1 
with an integrated optical window that forms the bottom of a 
temporary micro-well in conjunction with the RBA blood cap to analyze blood or 
other liquid samples. 

Spectrometer: It is a device for measuring wavelengths of light over a wide range of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. Clinically integrated, it is used for medical lab scan 
purposes to provide rapid results. 
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1. I click on the Kaligia Data Acquisition icon/shortcut to launch the software, but I get
“This site can’t be reached”, local host refused to connect message?
Be sure to double-click the Kaligia icon.  Secondly, it can take up to 2 minutes for the
software to load.

2. What does “No Spectrometer Connected mean?
Be sure that 1.) the spectrometer is connected to the laptop by USB and 2.) that the
spectrometer is plugged into its power source.

3. When I register a new patient, what details are necessary?
Because this is a blood test, please ignore the Luminosity and Camera ID fields.
This is an investigational study, investigators suggest that you capture as much
information as possible; however, 1.) Birth Month/Year, 2.) First and 3.) Last Names
are required.

4. What should I do if the validation and calibration processes fail?
You should remove, re-clean with alcohol, and dry the Calibration Cap with lens
paper.  Then you should re-clean the RBA-1 Blood probe with alcohol and dry it with
lens paper.  Cover the RBA-1 Blood probe with the clean Calibration Cap.  Click
Retry to start the validation and calibration processes again.

5. Can I proceed without calibration and validation processes completing?
You can’t advance beyond the Blood Order Details and Run Test until calibration and
validation are complete.

6. What should I do if the software notifies me of a 901 “Check Probe” alert?
You should clean the RBA-1 Blood probe with alcohol and dry it with lens paper.

7. What do I do if the software notifies me of a 902 “Cap Misplaced” alert?
Remove the RBA-1 Cap and re-adjust the cap on the probe.

8. What does a 903 “Bad Sample” notification mean?
Check the sample to make sure there are no air bubbles in the blood sample.

9. What happens if there are bubbles in the blood sample?
You should remove the bubbles with a toothpick as described in the manual.  The
scan could potentially be inaccurate.  The software will produce an error telling you
to Please Check the Sample.

10. What does a 904 “Sample not Found” alert mean?
You should check the Microwell RBA-1 Blood cap and make sure there is actually a
blood sample in place.

11. How will I get Data Acquisition Software updates?
Kaligia Biosciences will provide any software updates to you as necessary.

12. How do I get more Microwell RBA-1 Blood caps?
By request contact@kaligiabiosciences.com.

9. Frequently Asked Questions:
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